Seeing Through the Eyes of a History Teacher

I have come to my current position of beliefs and values [about history] through spending my entire life as a student. I have not had an extensive amount of time on the other side of the classroom. I still, for the most part, see through the eyes of a student rather than a teacher.

Mary, preservice history teacher

Laura M. Westhoff
University of Missouri, St. Louis

Mary's honest self-assessment at the outset of a required U.S. history methods course stood out as I read a set of student reflections. Her appraisal reminded me of the challenges teacher candidates face on their journey to cross that divide from history student to history teacher. The history or social studies methods course is usually a key point on that path, but, as Mary reflected, the journey is far from complete when teacher candidates enter the class. At least one of the obstacles they encounter is the continued segregation of teacher education and content coursework. Despite evidence that neither history nor pedagogy courses alone necessarily help preservice teachers develop pedagogical content knowledge, teacher education programs still struggle to find ways to bring them together. For over a decade, I have taught a methods course at the University of Missouri, St. Louis (UMSL), "U.S. History for the Secondary Classroom" (History 4013), that takes on this challenge directly. It brings together disciplinary teaching strategies and history content; in so doing, it encourages students like Mary to take several steps across the divide. In this essay, I offer my experiences teaching the course in order to foster discussion of how history educators might find ways to close the gap between history content and pedagogy. I focus particularly on the skills of historical synthesis required of high school history teachers, but often overlooked in teacher preparation programs. I also identify challenges.
teacher candidates confront in the course as they work to develop epistemic and pedagogical foundations for the content choices they will make as history teachers. In making the case for methods courses in which students have opportunities to practice the skills of synthesis, I argue for our vital role in helping aspiring teachers, administrators, and the broader public better understand the intellectual richness and civic significance of history education.

Seeing as a Student/Seeing as a Teacher

I start with Mary’s metaphor of “seeing” because it reminds us that novice students and expert teachers who grasp history’s epistemic practices often look at historical content differently. Research on history education in elementary and high school classrooms suggest that Mary most likely learned to think of history primarily as a body of information—names, dates, events—that teachers and textbooks know and students do not.¹ A decade or two ago, it would have been a rare K-12 classroom that taught Mary to think of history as an interpretive discipline or asked her to “do history”—that is, to make historical meaning out of primary source evidence. Standardized history tests at all levels, including those required for teacher licensure in many states, contribute to a view of historical knowledge as discrete factual tidbits rather than complex explanatory processes.² By the time history teacher candidates prepare to enter the classroom, many still maintain an epistemological view of history as revealed facts, rather than as constructed narratives. An informal survey I take at the outset of each semester of History 4013 illustrates this point. I ask students to articulate their primary concern about teaching a U.S. history class. The most common are similar to Andy’s: “how to teach everything completely without leaving anything out.” Or Chris’s: “do I have enough time to teach in full detail?” Such anxieties illustrate a naïve understanding of both the historical discipline and the role of the teacher. The notion that the teacher is responsible to cover all the details of the American past suggests that history is knowable and consists of a litany of dates, names, and facts whose meaning is transparent. It is also a goal destined to fail.³ Even so, breaking its grip has proven difficult. Peter Seixas identified the challenge two decades ago, noting that “to the extent that [teachers] receive history as inert, opaque information, it is not surprising that they reproduce those presentations when they turn to face the students in the classroom.”⁴

History professors’ growing attention to teaching historical thinking skills in college history courses might help candidates develop a more sophisticated view of disciplinary knowledge, particularly if instructors
intentionally "uncover" historical practices. But even if they do, history departments' course offerings present their own problems. Once beyond the introductory course survey, most courses tend to become narrower in focus, spending entire semesters on areas of an instructor's historical specialization, such as the South and the Civil War or the 1960s. Such courses do offer teacher candidates more opportunities to deepen content knowledge and to develop history's habits of mind, encouraging the rich analytical skills we hope teacher candidates will then encourage in their students. But as Robert B. Bain and Karen Birr Moje observe, students "often meander through a maze of history electives, using personal interests, classmates' recommendations, professors' reputations, and course availability to shape their courses of study," thus complicating their path toward synthetic understanding. For future teachers who must develop an overview of American history, "the absence of defined pathways or roadblocks among subject-matter courses will make it difficult and less likely that preservice teachers will assemble a coherent and suitable body of knowledge and skills."

As Bain and Moje suggest, coherence is indeed a key difference between seeing U.S. history content as a student and seeing it as a teacher. The discipline is built around efforts to make coherent meaning out of seemingly disjointed or contradictory information; historical data only becomes meaningful as it is organized into coherent narrative accounts that are "constructed sequences of events that are both causally related and chronological," as Keith C. Barton and Linda S. Levstik explain. Narratives usually include a setting (historical context), actors and agents, goals and actions, and an outcome or lessons—however complicated they might be. Without opportunities to reflect on how historical materials in specialized courses might be synthesized into broader narrative accounts of U.S. history, preservice teachers' fragmented and idiosyncratic college coursework can serve as an obstacle to building a coherent understanding of the much broader past they will be expected to teach.

Seeing U.S. history as an expert teacher requires, not that teachers know more information than their students (though we expect them to of course), but rather that they perceive and organize it differently. While novice students make their way at ground level through the dense forest of historical information, expert teachers strive for a bird's eye view, looking at the whole forest to identify connections, patterns, themes, and disjunctions across large swatches of time and place. As teachers select and connect content material to build classroom lessons, units, and yearly course plans, they synthesize vast amounts of historical knowledge with an eye toward helping adolescent students understand history's themes, big ideas, and unresolved questions. Synthesis is no easy task; Bloom
placed it near the top of his taxonomy of cognitive skills, defining it as the ability to compile information together in a different way by combining elements in a new pattern "to form a new whole," to develop a "unique communication," or to derive a set of abstract relationships. For history teachers, building a coherent synthesis requires the ability to connect and prioritize events and themes, selecting historical moments and actors from the vast information available and identifying relationships among historical ideas, events, motives, themes, and actors. In this way, as Seixas has suggested, teachers' thinking is analogous to the cognitive work of historians: teachers "construct the experience and knowledge of others into a form that is meaningful to an audience." Though their task is not the production of new historical knowledge, teachers must select and connect evidence in ways that students can understand. They construct historical meaning, offering students interpretations of the past—in other words, they construct historical narratives in their classroom.

Most of my preservice teachers struggle to develop these skills. Some struggle at least partly because of their limited understanding of the historian's craft and their real concerns about gaps in their historical knowledge. Others resist because they believe that they need to cover information so their students succeed on high-stakes tests. Others worry about "avoiding the appearance that history is one-sided," as one of my students explained. For all preservice teachers, their preparation in history classrooms where coverage is the norm leaves them struggling to see themselves as making interpretative decisions. This is the case regardless of their background. At UMSL, the social studies certification program includes undergraduate and post-degree certification options, but both require the equivalent of a major in one of the social studies disciplines. In practice, undergraduate certification students take the same courses as a history major. Post-degree students usually have a bachelor's degree in history, but a few hold degrees in other disciplines, such as political science. Those who do not must take thirty-nine hours in history. Still, neither this content preparation nor their teacher education coursework prepares them for the synthetic thinking required of history teachers.

**Selecting and Connecting: Historical Narratives and Curriculum through the Eyes of the Teacher**

Initially, I designed History 4013 to explore the interpretive nature of history teaching and to focus on what expert selecting, connecting, and synthesizing looks like in practice. While districts have curricula and states have standards that teachers must teach, teachers themselves provide the classroom examples and explanations. They choose which materials
to bring to the class and how to tie the stories of the past together into a framework understandable for students. Learning to select and connect historical material in historically and pedagogically appropriate ways is a key goal in most methods courses. History 4013 takes this a step further. By applying the tasks of selection and connection to the entirety of U.S. history subject matter, teacher candidates confront the necessity of making content choices and the realities that haphazard choices can contribute to incoherence, to representing history as disconnected bits of information. It also invites teacher candidates to see explicitly how synthesis of historical information implies an argument or a story about the past. Seeing like a teacher requires them to understand the multiple ways historical knowledge is constructed in their classrooms, schools, and larger societies and to be more explicit about their own role in that knowledge production. History 4013 helps candidates to develop thoughtful criteria for selection and connection and to see the intellectual authority and power these practices afford the history teacher.

Such an approach expands on the growing emphasis on historical thinking and reading in teacher preparation courses. It follows the efforts of numerous history teachers and scholars who argue the value of exposing hidden historical authority and historical narratives, be they embedded in classroom discourse, curriculum, textbooks, students’ prior knowledge, or teachers’ instructional decisions. In his popular *Lies My Teacher Told Me*, James Loewen identified underlying narratives in U.S history textbooks, such as the theme of inevitable progress. Barton and Levstik similarly identify narratives of individual achievement and motivation as well as national freedom and progress popular in history classrooms. Terri Epstein’s research on African American and Caucasian students’ historical understandings demonstrates that they bring their own frameworks to the classroom learned from their families, their communities, and popular media sources. John Wills has explored how teachers’ framing of discussions about the California Gold Rush or Martin Luther King and the Civil Rights Movement can oversimplify and celebrate historically complex narratives. Wills illustrates that as students build historical understanding of new historical material, they sometimes adopt—or with the introduction of new materials, adapt—oversimplified explanations of human motivations in the past. Such studies illustrate that teachers’ choices about historical materials and the ways they frame and talk about the past matter to student learning. While a generation of postmodernist critique has provided reason to question narrative as a form of knowledge, we know, too, that humans tell stories to make meaning of their experience and that history remains a discipline driven by storytelling. The goal in my methods course, then, is to expose the essential and problematic
nature of historical narratives, particularly within U.S. history curricula and teachers’ daily practices.\textsuperscript{21}

Four major objectives shape History 4013:

1. to consider the constructed and contested nature of the high school history curriculum and the narrative(s) embedded within it;
2. to situate the teacher as one of the intellectual authorities contributing to the shape of historical accounts;
3. to promote the broad and synthetic thinking required for long-term course planning;
4. to promote aspiring teachers’ self-conscious reflection on the criteria they use in their content and instructional choices.\textsuperscript{22}

In other words, the course seeks to help students make the intellectual transition from student of history to teacher of history and to see teachers as participants in the historical discipline, albeit in a different site from that of traditional historical research. The ultimate expectation is that candidates’ future high school students will be more deeply engaged and academically successful in the history courses they teach.

I team-teach with Dr. Rob Good, a twenty-year veteran of the high school history classroom. We divide the content chronologically across U.S. history, as the high school curriculum does, but we explore a variety of historical themes and questions that connect across time and place, such as changing meanings of liberty, ideas about the role of government, or how social change happens. Each session blends discussion with historiographical lectures and examples of inquiry lessons. Frequently, I frame historiographical questions and intellectual problems that animate historians, while Rob models how he translates them into classroom lessons grounded in primary sources and historical inquiry. Together, we model ways to think synthetically about U.S. history, discussing how we each come to our understandings of U.S. history and how the intellectual questions that we are each passionate about work to frame our inquiries about U.S. history as a whole. As Rob and I talk with each other, we illustrate how teachers can think about themes and big questions in U.S. history. Having both of us together in conversation makes each of our thinking more transparent, and we explore the differences in the ways historians and teachers think about content.\textsuperscript{23} More importantly, students see a history teacher intellectually engaged with ideas about the American past. We offer students a view of history teaching praxis as we talk about our different views of an article, or as Rob discusses how he teaches the complexities of ideology and foreign policy, how he understands the possibilities and limitations of incorporating the theme of historical agency into his teaching about slavery, or the ways he uses the theme of
"e pluribus unum" to frame his approach to U.S. history. This dialogue is a crucial dimension of the course. Team-teaching allows us a forum for ongoing discussion of the intersection of academic history and the realities of high school teaching. But even without that benefit, the proliferation of online materials that showcase historians’ and teachers’ thinking make it possible to meet these goals without live dialogue.24

At the outset of the course, I first ask students to consider various schematic narratives of U.S. history that most learned years ago in their elementary and high school classrooms. While specific narratives include details about historical incidents or actors, schematic narratives describe broader themes that help explain national history—American exceptionalism or inevitable progress, for example.25 As we begin to expose the schematic narratives that preservice teachers bring to the classroom, we consider their benefits and limitations, whether they are embedded in textbooks, political discourse, a district’s curriculum, or their own understanding of history. The goal is to encourage students to recognize the cognitive frameworks they bring to their teaching practice. We discuss the differences between what David Lowenthal has called “heritage” and collective memory and professional history.26 Drawing from numerous examples to illustrate this point—comparisons of textbooks across time or of the same topic, discussions of narratives and the textbook industry, debates over the National Standards in the early 1990s, and more recent conflict over U.S. history curricula and textbooks in Florida and Texas—we consider the politics behind teaching U.S. history and begin to treat curriculum and its components as interpretive, synthetic historical texts in their own right.27 As students explore the narratives (or seeming lack of narratives) within textbooks, standards, and curriculum, we begin to consider how they, as teachers, have the power to frame historical narratives through choosing the materials and topics, the learning activities they create for students, and the ways that they talk about those topics in their classrooms. The goal is not to encourage the idea that there is a single grand narrative.28 Rather, I want them to consider that we cannot escape narratives or their explanatory power in the classroom.29 By recognizing the role of the teacher in shaping narrative through their instructional process of selection and connection, I illustrate why teachers must be thoughtful about constructing narratives in their classroom, just as historians are thoughtful about the ways they construct narratives in their scholarly articles and books.30 I encourage them to see their work as an intellectual endeavor that, as one history educator has put it, “revolves around making creative decisions about what gets taught and why.”31
Learning to Select and Connect

In the past decade, I have used two assignments to help students be more deliberate in their processes of building synthesis through selection and connection. The first is a historical inquiry project. For this assignment, students develop a historical question connected to a broad issue in U.S. history, write a historiographical paper that grounds their question, design lessons that use primary and secondary sources to scaffold historical reading and writing skills, and create an assessment that requires their students to develop a historical account. Over the years, I have used variations on this assignment, but have found the historiographical component to be the key to its success. It illustrates the ways that historians themselves select and connect, how they form different questions and use different sources to make different arguments about the past. This component helps students grasp the tentative and open-ended nature of the discipline. But writing a historiographical paper is not enough to help them understand the implications for their teaching practice. In their papers, I have them further discuss the ways that the historiography helped them design their inquiry project. Ashley’s project illustrates this point.

Ashley developed an inquiry around the question, “Did ideas about the role of women change during the Progressive Era?” Initially, she was interested in women’s suffrage and selected primary sources from across the nineteenth century that argued for suffrage. But, as she wrote in her paper, “I began reading and discovered a term called municipal housekeeping to describe female reform in the Progressive Era and to justify women’s suffrage. This led me to wonder whether ideas about women’s nature and women’s roles really changed.” Her historiographical paper addressed historians’ debates over women’s essentialism. She reflected, “I hadn’t really thought about this before or even considered how to teach about women in U.S. history except as their effort to get the right to vote.” Linking historiography to her inquiry project led her to ponder a more complex topic—the social construction of gender in the Progressive Era. She then connected the historiographical reading directly to her lessons as she selected several documents and cartoons to ponder the unsettled question of early 20th-century ideas about women’s nature and women’s roles. The process of connecting historiography and teaching decisions helped her use a deeper understanding of historical context for selecting content and materials.

The other major assignment is the Year-Long Course Plan (see Appendix). The project includes multiple components: a pacing guide in which students lay out key questions, themes, and concepts for each unit; an actual calendar identifying daily teaching topics; an annotated
bibliography of scholarly historical works consulted; and a statement of rationale and reflection. For the rationale, I ask students to discuss the narrative theme(s) or essential question(s) they employ, the scholarly foundation of the theme(s), and examples of where the theme(s) appear on the calendar. I further ask them to discuss what topics they did not have time to include on their calendar. In this project, students face the task of selecting and connecting in broad synthetic thinking about U.S. history. They choose when and where to begin—be it with the American Revolution, Europe in 1492, or pre-Columbian history—the units they will teach, and when the story ends. This process, more than any other, helps them think differently about teaching history. As Josh noted in his final paper, "as I set out to design a course in United States History," he wrote, "I found myself for the first time actually considering History from the point of view of a teacher rather than as a student."

By this point in the course, students generally understand that I do not expect them to adopt this calendar wholesale in their first teaching jobs and that these future teachers are not necessarily writing their own curriculum. Nor do they think that there is a particular grand narrative of U.S. history they should teach. For example, Amy noted, "history is composed of multiple interpretations of the past, some more valid than others. The use of one narrative limits the scope of understanding, even if the student can relate to it on a personal level... Another disadvantage to the narrative is that students may fall into the trap of regarding the narrative as history." Still, the exercise encourages students to frame their historical understanding of the United States, usually for the first time in their academic careers. There are a number of valuable historical thinking skills and epistemological lessons that these future teachers wrestle with in the preparation of this project. The most obvious is the broad synthetic thinking about U.S. history required to identify narratives and themes and to connect them to daily instructional topics and the curriculum as a whole. Second, in identifying which topics to teach, how to organize those topics into units, and articulating which topics to leave out, future teachers can begin to understand how they exercise interpretive power. When they confront the choice of leaving out antebellum reform movements or the 1970s to teach a few more days of the Civil War, they start to understand this power. If they think that the Civil War is more important than these other topics, they must be able to articulate their historical and pedagogical reasoning. In the final segment of the project, they explain their choices of which events to include and which to leave out vis-à-vis the scholarly literature, state standards, and their specific approach to teaching U.S. history. While attention to their selections and connections invites them to deeper understanding of the interpretive nature of history teaching, an
annotated bibliography and rationale require that they think about the historical basis for those interpretations, the narrative approach they take, and the content they select. In this way, the course urges them to move beyond naive relativism. It asks them to recognize that their teaching choices can and should be informed by a deepening interaction with historical scholarship, not idiosyncratic personal interests.

The Challenges of Seeing Like a History Teacher

The candidates’ final course plans illustrate their broad range of disciplinary skills and epistemological and pedagogical understandings of history. Some get it. For example, one student discussed the impact of Eric Foner and Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. on her thinking about U.S. history. Drawing heavily on Foner, she discussed how she planned to use a lens of social history to explore how and why meanings of freedom changed over time. Another student developed his course around the question, “How has the ‘American Dream’ evolved and changed throughout our national history?” He linked this overarching question to complex struggles over the tensions between equality of condition and equality of opportunity as seen in specific moments in U.S. history: the passage of the Fourteenth Amendment, women’s suffrage, the platforms of presidential candidates in 1912, the New Deal, and the Great Society. In his first unit, “A New Nation,” he asked students what “Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness means to them now” and then returned to the Revolutionary Era to consider what it meant to people then. Analyzing such similarities and differences “encourages historical thinking skills of context and change over time,” he noted. Even if these students never use their calendars, they have begun to think explicitly about their narrative schema of U.S. history and link them to instructional decisions.

Other students struggle. First drafts of the calendar project often identify “change” as the primary theme. Of course, understanding change over time is the fundamental goal of history, and the examples above illustrate how it might be used with some sophistication. But some students do not connect causation or consequence to the theme of change and their first efforts lack a causally related chronology, thus exposing their difficulties in exercising one of history’s key cognitive skills. I encourage them to transform a generic theme of change to more specific explorations of cause and effect—the affordances and constraints of U.S. institutions, cultures, and historical experiences and the role of individual and collective agency in specific moments and regions.

Course plans also show the extent to which some students deny any role for themselves as meaning makers in their own classrooms. Instead,
they award their future high school students all the authority. Take for example the student who explained that her role as teacher "is to present the information objectively and in an unbiased manner and let the students decide." The problem with this line of thinking, as Seixas notes, is that "given too much interpretive leeway, students may construct and reinforce untenable views of the past and of their place in historical time." And it entirely avoids the matter of warrantability, which demands that good history be grounded in disciplinary standards of evidence; as I remind students, some historical interpretations are sounder than others. Her approach, which is reflective of so many students, conflates the goal of critical thinking with a naïve relativism. In addition to their epistemological understanding of history, this conflation may well be tied to deeper issues of professional identity, reflecting a larger struggle many teacher candidates have with claiming, or even recognizing, their authority. Attention to disciplinary practices in the classroom encourages teaching strategies that interrogate historical knowledge and authority, including that of the teacher. But this makes some teacher candidates uncomfortable. Consider Josh's thoughts as he faced the development of a course plan: "Who am I, as a senior in college, to decide what parts of American History are worthy of making the final line up for a course?" Josh's reluctance to claim the particular disciplinary authority available to the history teacher suggests a wise humility perhaps, but it is also echoed by numerous students who do not want to see themselves as creators of historical interpretations.

Perhaps some of novice teachers' reluctance to see themselves as historical authorities is rooted in the ways in which school administration, public discourse about failing schools, and professional historians position them. High-stakes testing, scripted curricula, and few opportunities to participate in a broader community of inquiry that includes historians and other history professionals undoubtedly contributes to preservice teachers' struggles to see themselves as engaging in intellectual and interpretive work. Indeed, Seixas pointed out that "enough distance from the academic community of historians may, in fact, make history teachers unable to construct a classroom community around historical problems." Teachers may not be producing historical knowledge in the same way as professional historians, but that fact does not "preclude the teacher's acting in other epistemologically authoritative ways in constructing a community of inquiry in the classroom: establishing criteria for historical evidence, methods of determining historical significance, and limits on interpretive license." My experience with History 4013 illustrates that methods courses can better help aspiring teachers see historical content and curriculum through the eyes of a teacher. Increasing numbers of history departments
and historians are working directly in teacher preparation and inservice development. Such circumstances offer opportunities to devise methods courses that bridge the pedagogical and content divide. Yet the examples of my students’ challenges suggest that, for some, the task requires more than a single methods course. It will take widespread changes in the way students learn history at all levels. It will also take broader efforts to build active communities of historical practice that include professional historians, history educators, and teachers. These communities must focus not only on bringing historical content to teachers, but also on understanding the complex components of history teachers’ instructional practices. And they must foster public dialogue about the nature and civic purposes of history education in our schools and communities. In the long run, these efforts will hopefully support and help retain thoughtful, enthusiastic history teachers who may find themselves isolated in their classrooms and struggling to see their teaching as intellectually rich, collaborative, and serving a larger purpose.
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Appendix

Year-Long Course Plan Assignment

The purpose of this assignment is to synthesize your knowledge of U.S. history, your reading and research, and the materials and discussions in this course to create your own U.S. history course that makes wise use of both historical knowledge and teaching practice. This project will consist of five parts:

1. **An Introduction** that situates the course in relation to the broader social studies curriculum standards and the Missouri Course Level Expectations for U.S. History. How does this course address the standards and expectations, build on previous social studies courses, and prepare students for future courses?

2. **A Pacing Guide** that identifies unit titles, major themes, essential questions, and performance assessments.

3. **A Calendar** that identifies daily teaching topics. Base your calendar on any district calendar, including breaks and professional development days (e.g., the Academic Year Calendar for Ladue School District at <http://www.ladue.k12.mo.us>). The calendar may be based on either a block schedule or daily schedule.

4. **A Statement of Rationale and Reflection** that explains your larger purposes in teaching U.S. history. This statement should describe the conceptualization of American history that will drive your course. What are the narrative themes you will emphasize? What are your historical and pedagogical reasons for this conceptualization? What content do you leave out and why? What contemporary issues might you link to the material throughout the semester? What historians' interpretations that we read in class, or that you have read for the historical investigation or for other courses, shape your ideas about American history? Give three examples of how your themes would be manifested in units or lessons. The statement should not simply rehash the calendar—it should focus on your goals and themes as well as your interpretation of American history, and it should identify where you build on them in your curriculum. This statement should be 10-12 pages in length, typed, double-spaced, and an example of your best standard English.

5. **An Annotated Bibliography** on key works of scholarship and other relevant teaching resources related to the theme of your course that you have consulted in preparing to teach this course.